
LE BAR



ACT 1 – AN EFFERVESCENT INTERLUDE, 32€

The Cipriani

A tribute to the creator of the world’s renowned cocktail.

The Bellini, an alliance of white and vine peaches, enriched by the

effervescence of Moët & Chandon Blanc Vintage 2006 champagne,

accompanied by a touch of mystery…

Pink & Gold

A champagne cocktail as an unusual encounter.

Notes of Muscadet grapes blend with the aromas of hibiscus and tea, aloe

vera brings balance while fresh roses a bouquet of refinement – all enhanced

by Moët & Chandon Blanc Vintage.

Kisses of the Riviera

A postcard of colours and flavours united for the taste buds’ pleasure.

Served over crushed ice, the opening notes reveal the bitterness of orange

softened by the summer brightness of melon. Passion fruit adds an exotic

touch while Moët & Chandon Blanc Vintage champagne brings a burst of

final acidity to this indulgent sun-kissed medley.

Dolce Vita

A subtle marriage of limoncello, maraschino liqueur and pineapple.

Typically Italian in spirit, completed by Moët & Chandon Blanc Vintage

champagne.



ACT 2 – A MELODY OF CREATION, 29€

Le Botaniste

In the spirit of a mojito, an expression of green Chartreuse, the renowned liqueur

composed of over 130 plants.

Orange juice perfumed with fresh Thai basil and elderflower liqueur creates a

balanced cocktail, enchanting and delicate.

Le Voyageur

Belvedere vodka complemented by tropical flavours from passion fruit and a spicy

note from fresh ginger, enlivened by the freshness of Fever Tree Ginger Beer for a

truly scrumptious, and effervescent finish.

L’Epicurien

A harmony of the flavours Arnaud adores.

To begin, Monkey 47 gin and its notes of fresh citrus, then a surprise from wild

myrtle juice perfumed with kaffir lime, and finally the sweetness of lychee liqueur

and virtues of aloe vera, for a sensation of well-being and refreshment.

Le Provençal

A timeless promenade through Provence.

Discover in passing the scents of wild thyme and greenness of anise, the fruity

notes of an orange and the gourmandise of pear juice. As a final touch, orgeat

evokes the same gourmet caress of a dessert.

Garden of Eden

Elderflower liqueur brings its floral generosity to brighten the flavours of

grapefruit, orange and Tanqueray Ten gin.

Lemongrass, ginger and yuzu enliven and beautifully balance the subtle mélange.

Indulge in this veritable discovery of these sweet, voluptuous aromas.

Orient-Express

Embarquez pour une virée exotique grâce à ce rhum cubain agrémenté du fruité

d’une liqueur de cerise et de la délicatesse d’un jus d’abricot.

On devine aussi le vermouth français, les saveurs de noix et de noyau d’abricot

renforcées par un sirop de datte artisanal.

La cardamome et le citron apportent un final tout en fraîcheur.

Velvet

This cocktail surprises with its freshness brought by verbena-infused rhum,

naturally enhanced by fresh peppermint and a note of citrus from Di Torino

Cocchi vermouth.

Victoria pineapple juice adds balance and completes the harmony with a light

touch.



ACT 3 – NON-ALCOHOLIC COCKTAILS, 21€

Vitality

A vitamin booster composed with a base of pineapple, strawberry and orange

enhanced by the freshness of ginger and tumeric for an energetic and gourmet

start to the day.

Abundance

A cocktail inspiring good health thanks to the many benefits of tomato, cucumber

and carrot juices, revived by the vitality of ginger and the flavours of

Worcestershire sauce.

Classic Virgin

Tempt the palate with one of the great cocktails of our time and their revisited

adaptations inspired by seasonal tastes: Coconut Mojito, Piña Colada...

Sweetness

Onctuous raspberry mixed with pineapple and beets, scented with a vanilla

rooibos infusion for a delicately light cocktail.



A COCKTAIL BY YOUR DESIGN

A story, an inspiration, a desire. 

Compose the first notes of your made-to-measure cocktail

and our team will imagine the rest…

Non-Alcoholic, 21€

With Alcohol, 29€

Alcohol abuse is bad for your health.

Kindly note that cheques are not accepted. Net prices, taxes and service included. 

Kindly inform us of any dietary restrictions or allergies. 
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